
TWO AMERICAN
CLASSICS CONTINUE TO
INSPIRE GREATNESS

It's an American art form. A singular entertainment attraction that has endured for more 
than sixty years, captivating people of all ages the world over. Today, more popular than 
ever, the venerable pinball machine has undergone a dramatic metamorphosis due in no 
small measure to the adaptation of state-of-the-art technology.

The result is a far more sophisticated playing experience than ever before, with CD-quality
sound systems that deliver both speech and fully orchestrated musical scores, flashing 
lights and other special visual effects; and a dazzling array of mechanical toys, elevated 
ramps and multi-ball excitement.

Fantasy worlds under glass, the allure is universal as millions of players attempt to master
the exasperating movements of a 2.8 ounce 11/16-inch steel ball. Pinball machines 
remain unique, transcending what they once were, what they have become today and 
holding out the promise for what they will be in the future.

And now the most popular and well recognized sports car in the world becomes 
immortalized forever with the announcement of Midway Manufacturing Company's all new 
Bally CORVETTE pinball machine. Paying homage to Chevrolet's consistent dedication to 
innovative body styles and revolutionary engine design throughout Corvette's more than 
forty year history, this is cutting edge entertainment that will inspire greatness.
Featuring an authentic molded LT-5 engine on the main pinball playing field with players 
able to control idling and revving; CORVETTE pinball is a non-stop adventure of racing, 
chasing and collecting some of the most memorable models ever unveiled, going back to 
the first 1953 Blues Flame Six on through to the 1993 ZR-i 40th Anniversary LT-5.

In addition, Corvette enthusiasts and pinball playing aficionados alike will have the 
opportunity to test their skills during a high energy Endurance Multi-ball with three balls on
the playing field at a single time, head-to-head racing at the Crossed Flags Dragstrip' and 
special scoring modes that can ring up billions of points!

Chevrolet has spent years dedicating itself to making one of the finest sports cars on earth
and Midway Manufacturing has done the same with its Bally CORVETTE pinball. Two of 
America's greatest icons team up for an unparalleled entertainment attraction that's 
guaranteed to take people down a road of never-ending thrills.


